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Dear readers,

The tourist season is here, so come and get to know 
Central Bohemia. Our châteaux and castles have 
tempting new guided routes, our museums boast 
unusual exhibits and our region, enveloping the 
capital, has plenty of novel sports options for you to try. 
You’ll find tips on our region, and how to enjoyably
spend your time, in our brochures as well as our 
Facebook and web pages.

For all those who like to explore at length, for whom
a same-day return is not ‘just the ticket’ we bring
a selection of places to stay. Don’t be surprised these 
aren’t hotels for large groups; in this brochure we’ve 
kept things family-focused, so to speak. It’s not just 
that some places have ‘family’ in their names, we are 
talking about the cosier guesthouses, homesteads, 
farms and hotels that have flourished as family
businesses, under the care of couples or groups 
of friends who have committed to making their guests 
feel at home.

Our brochure introduces you to guesthouses 
with splendid views, farms dedicated to ecology 
and sustainability – from energy use to own meat 
production, places to ‘drift away’ on horseback, 
or to sample rural life. You may often find yourself 
casting your mind back to the summer days you spent 
at grandma’s cottage, such is the homely mood these 
hospitality entrepreneurs have taken pains to achieve.

We wish you a relaxing stay in Central Bohemia, 
and your many happy return visits at any time of year.
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Parkhotel Průhonice amiably promises its guests 
a “home from home”. You can indeed find that here, 
especially if you make use of the location; Průhonice 
is just outside Prague and right next to Průhonice 
Park, both on the UNESCO world cultural heritage 
list. Parkhotel Průhonice has 25 comfortable 
furnished double rooms ready for guests 
(even single person bookings). 14 of these rooms 
are duplex with an additional bed option. 
The head of this Průhonice establishment, 
Daniel Sedláček, maintains that time spent at the 
table is never wasted. There’s a lot of truth in that, 
but nobody ever seems in a hurry to leave their table 
at the local hotel restaurant Tarouca. There are plenty 
of other services and experiences, such as a Thai 
massage or a workout in the gym; bookings taken 
via the hotel reception. Your only quandary will 
be how best to split your time between relaxation 
and active leisure.

« We are not just a three-star family-run hotel, 
we care about our guests’ entire stay. 
Come and enjoy our picnic baskets by the lakeside 
in nearby Průhonice Park, full of rare trees 
and flowers,» says Daniel Sedláček.

THINGS TO DO

Great for meetings and events, right by the capital 
– congress services in four lounges 
for 5-80 people.

PARKHOTEL PRŮHONICE
PRAHA – PRŮHONICE

www.parkhotel-pruhonice.cz

Uhříněvská 12, 252 43 Průhonice
Praha-západ

+420 267 750 405
info@parkhotel-pruhonice.cz

Aquapalace Praha Čestlice
guests of Parkhotel Průhonice get a discount
Sports fishing Říčany
Urban tourism
Průhonice château park

Double rooms (DBL) can be ordered 
as ‘single use’-(SGL); from 1350 CZK per person 
per night in single use and from 800 CZK per 
person per night in double use; additional 
trundle bed 400 CZK

30 spaces in the enclosed hotel car park

25 double rooms

15 km YES15 min
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To go through the gates into the ‘In the fields’ 
guesthouse is a bit like taking a trip into one 
of Josef Lada fairy-tale illustrations. As you sit there
on a wooden bench seat under the covered
terrace (whether to get out of the scorching sun 
or wrapped in a cosy blanket) you exchange
a word or two when asked what you would like for your 
comfort, even by the proprietor, Mr Mráz, offering 
to bring you some home-made lemonade. 
The guesthouse really is set among fields, but also 
in the estate grounds of a former Jesuit farm building 
from the 18th century. A sensitive reconstruction has 
given the building a rustic air inside and out, and despite 
everything being thought out to the last detail, 
nothing about it feels contrived. Maybe it’s because the 
place bears the seal not only of construction machinery 
and architects, but of the proprietor’s own handiwork. 
Rustic is just the word to sum up the local cuisine, too. 
The chefs have taken their cue from Czech, Moravian, 
but also Italian and French countryside. In practice, 
one day it’s a suckling pig spit-roasted out on the 
outdoor terrace, the next a lunch of duck foie gras. 
The outdoor terrace caters for up to 80 people, 
while in the winter, the two heated rooms inside provide 
for 60. If you like staying up a little late V Polích has 
an ethereal sight to offer, – the Baroque octagonal 
Chapel of the Holy Cross, in Malé Číčovice, floodlit by 
night makes the guesthouse panorama quite magical.

« As a child, I always felt at home with my granny. 
I liked to watch her cooking, and always looked 
forward to all those goodies. I’m trying to bring 
some of that atmosphere to the guesthouse 
and I hope I have succeeded a little at least. 
That is for you to judge. I look forward to your visit,» 
says Victor Mráz encouragingly.

THINGS TO DO

www.penzionvpolich.cz Okoř castle ruins
Cycling

parking right in front and on the premises

11 rooms, 25 beds

from 1 800 CZK with breakfast

Outdoor terrace seating. Swimming pool,
petanque, children’s play area.

PENZION V POLÍCH
MALÉ ČÍČOVICE

20 km YES30 min

Malé Číčovice 26, 252 68 Číčovice

+420 733 680 728
info@penzionvpolich.cz
rezervace@penzionvpolich.cz
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Veronika and David Mühlbach feel right at home in the 
Toulava region. Vletice, and their small stone farmhouse 
full of rural well-being are close to their hearts. 
A spacious courtyard with a stone pool, a wedding 
meadow with its three-hundred-year oaks, pergola 
seating, a barn with wooden beams and tables for 
banquets and refreshments ...
If natural materials and colours are your thing – here, 
at Vletice farm you’ll find not a stone, a twig or a blade 
of grass out of place. This place appeals greatly 
as a venue for wedding ceremonies, and the farmhouse 
is rented out exclusively to weddings 23 weekends 
a year. You can invite family and friends aplenty to your 
wedding at Vletice, as the proprietors themselves did 
a few years ago, when they said their “I do” outdoors, 
under the crown of the old oak tree. The barn is a prime 
utility space, capacious enough for 300 people; while 
the stables can cater for some 40 guests, year-round. 
The dining room and bar can serve up to 70 people 
at a time. Although the farm is devoted to newlywed 
romance, sports or corporate events or birthday parties 
are a growing trend. Toulava is a perfect region for cycle 
tours, and cyclists are welcome at the Vletice farm. 
They provide a lockable bike store, and other facilities 
to make farm hospitality all the more enjoyable.

« Where else could you come for some heavenly 
peace, with a view of a hill called Peklo (hell) » 
is the message from the Mühlbach couple.

STATEK VLETICE
VLETICE

www.statekvletice.cz

60 parking spaces

12 rooms, 1× with wheelchair access

from 400 CZK

11 castles and ruins, 4 châteaux
18 lookout towers and turrets
7 natural parks
1000 km of cycling and hiking trails
2 golf courses, 5 breweries

YES56 km YES45 min

A stone swimming pool, 8 x 14 metres. Expertise 
at putting on weddings makes for a great start to your 
marriage. Electric bikes rental. A new wellness spa.

THINGS TO DO

Vletice 11
262 56 Krásná Hora nad Vltavou

+420 607 102 674
statekvletice@gmail.com
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It isn’t as hard as you might think to enter a parallel
world and timezone of medieval farms, stone floors, 
wooden beams, of meadows and fields that reward 
human care with a wealth of self-sufficiency,
independence and freedom. Adding to it all, 
a view out of your window overlooking a herd 
of horses or cattle chewing the cud, a beaten path 
to the fishery pond. Welcome to the realm of the 
ancient Celts, and today’s sanctuary for all who would 
escape the city. Welcome to the Nedvězí stronghold 
and Farma Michael. The proprietor, Michal Štěpánek, 
took it into his head in the 1990s that managing 
a homestead is just as creative as his beloved 
photography, and the fact that the Romanesque
-Gothic building he’d taken a shine to would need 
more than just a little restoration work did not put him 
off the hard work of farming. Today, you can indulge 
in some real homestead luxury – stylish rooms in rustic 
farm buildings, a banquet hall and riding hall all set 
for wedding days, or corporate events. And behind 
all the luxury at one of the most beautiful farms in 
the Czech Republic is a real working farm. They keep 
livestock here, complete with a herd of Aberdeen 
Angus cattle reared exclusively for meat, acclaimed 
as the highest quality beef to be found anywhere, 
not least in Bohemia.

« I wanted to do something creative even after 
I stopped taking pictures. I started building a rustic 
homestead. The stronghold is from the 14th century 
so I am bringing back its old charm, » 
says Michal Štěpánek, enticingly.

THINGS TO DO

FARMA MICHAEL
NEDVĚZ

www.farmamichael.cz

parking directly in the grounds

84 beds in four buildings; ‘Formanka’, ‘
U čapího hnízda’ and the ‘Blue’ and ‘Pink’ houses

Prices negotiable

Horses kept here are Paint Horse and Hanover breed, 
offering rides, lessons, but also shorter races, 
as well as hippotheraphy rides under the supervision 
of a physiotherapist. Suitable for corporate clients, 
family weddings. Outdoor events capacity for up to 
1000 participants.

55 km YES55 min

Nedvězí 1
257 44 Netvořice

+420 720 064 206, +420 702 001 675
info@farmamichael.cz

Slapská příroda / nature park
Zámek Konopiště / château
Český Šternberk / castle
Military Museum in Lešany
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They swapped the city for the countryside 
(“venkov” in Czech) and are very satisfied. Not that 
they have anything against the capital, where they 
still do business, but the countryside is a breath of 
fresh air. They share their love of the countryside with 
their guests. The couple, Martin and Markéta Štangl 
are much in evidence here, and once you get 
to speak to them you understand why their Venkoff 
is “IN”. It’s just the place for all those needing 
to switch off, relax and enjoy a bit of peace and calm, 
clean comfort, without civilization meddling. 
This family-run guesthouse is situated just along 
a cycle path less than 6 kilometres from Sázava, 
the town above the same-named river valley. 
They’ll put you up in triple or double rooms with 
en-suite bathrooms, invite you to a common room 
with a fireplace and let you have use of a kitchen 
with all the amenities. You can prepare your own 
evening barbecue out in the large garden, say. 
But if you want to take advantage of the full service, 
ranging from supplying the meat to doing the 
grilling, there’s fine food to enjoy. Neither Martin nor 
Markéta skimp on that, they’ve both been active in 
catering for several years, and Martin is one of the 
founders of a famed restaurant and bakery in 
Prague’s Karlín district. They say that anything 
thrown out of a kitchen shows the cook’s lack 
of imagination. Thrift, not stinginess, is very much 
a part of rural, contented living.

« Come and see for yourselves what makes 
us happy,» beckons the Štangl couple.

PENZION VENKOFF
ČEŘENICE – SÁZAVA

www.venkoff.cz

Čeřenice 1
285 06 Sázava

+420 775 610 147

info@venkoff.cz

8 parking spaces on the concourse in front 
of the house

10 beds, kids up to 3 years FREE of charge, 
trundle beds 200 CZK per stay

from 400 CZK

Sázava monastery
Town of Kutná Hora
Ondřejov Observatory

AKTIVITY
An outdoor firepit, barbecue, a large garden to play 
and have fun in. A playground with swings, a slide 
and a sandpit. Summer-season inflatable pool.

YES56 km YES45 min
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You’ll find Central Bohemia as lovely as Provence. 
You don’t even have to let your imagination conjure 
up rustic French countryside accommodation, it awaits 
you just by the Okoř castle ruin. 20 km from Prague’s 
city centre you’ll find a place on which the designer 
and co-owner Simona Eloy has lavished her sixth sense 
for cosiness. Family Hotel Okoř is more than a surprise 
to every visitor, whether they’ve come here for 
a business lunch, a romantic dinner, a wedding 
reception or a long weekend with the kids. 
There’s fine dining in the restaurant with a summer 
garden, blending international and Czech cuisine, 
or a stay in one of the 11 double rooms or in the romantic 
little cottage, called Tiffany. The hotel’s private garden 
with its cascade of terraces invites you to relax. 
The garden also hosts bigger receptions, social dinners 
for 120 guests, a BBQ and outdoor activities – all reasons 
why this boutique hotel under evocative Okoř is worth 
your while. Near the garden is a meeting room for 50 
guests, to ensure that family and professional gatherings 
are assured of all-weather comfort. On request and for 
an extra fee, the hotel offers a private taxi service. 
The hotel has been rated the Best Hotel in Central 
Bohemia.

«Our Family Hotel Okoř is said to be as beautiful 
as places in Tuscany or Provence. That is an honour, 
but I’ll add that the beauty of Central Bohemia 
is a match for the French and the Italian countryside,» 
adds Simone Eloy.

THINGS TO DO

FAMILY HOTEL OKOŘ
OKOŘ

www.hotelokor.com

Okoř 23
252 64 Praha-západ

+420 732 550 481
info@hotelokor.com

Budeč memorial
Okoř castle ruins
Zámek Nelahozeves / château

YES

27 beds including suites for 10 people,
 the Tiffany cottage with a double room 
and bathroom

from 1600 CZK with breakfast

A perfect example of a boutique hotel and an inspiration 
on good layout design and how it makes you feel.
 A superlative wedding venue, where the staff create 
inspired menus and decorations full of flair, to suit your 
personal taste. You can and should try breakfast in your 
room.

20 km YES30 min
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The Hotel Na Farmě ‘Farm Hotel’ and Maso Na Farmě 
‘Farm Meat’ establishments go hand to form 
a complete farming cycle, more commonly
found in the Italian or Austrian countryside. 
Planting – growing – reaping – utilizing the crops 
for eco-energy in their own biogas station – and as pig, 
cow and calf feed. They provide great meat for you 
to taste at the Hotel Na Farmě. Co-owner and director 
Ondřej Sulženko adds that it is precisely this 
self-sufficiency that won them the top prize for ecology 
in the EON Energy Globe competition, business 
category. His concept – a family business 
combining energy, gastronomy and hospitality gives 
to ECO epithet practical meaning. The family firm 
operates on 600 hectares, keeps 300 Holstein cows 
and 1800 pigs. The good news is that the Central 
Bohemian countryside initiative keeps to high 
standards, as proven in Choťovice. The hotel offers 
accommodation in 20 rooms with a total capacity of 45 
people (plus 2 beds for children). Guests with children 
tend to prefer the suite, with its kids’ room complete 
with a slide. The 4* hotel brings the benefits of high
-class catering. They cook using their own ingredients, 
and in the summer, regular culinary events feature 
spit-roasted suckling pig as well as barbecue grilled 
steaks or burgers. The local lunchtime menu dishes, 
such as pork roasts, are a real treat.

HOTEL NA FARMĚ
CHOŤOVICE

www.hotelnafarme.cz

Choťovice 134
289 05 Žehuň

+420 606 060 856
info@hotelnafarme.cz

46 parking spaces

20 rooms with a capacity of 45 beds

from 700 CZK

Cycling
The Church of St Gothard in Žehuň
Libice nad Cidlinou hillfort and Karlova Koruna 
chateau in Chlumec nad Cidlinou

THINGS TO DO
For business events and teambuilding, the hotel 
and affiliated Farma Na Zážitky ‘Experiential Farm’ 
offers a milking trainer, tractor trailer riding, wheeling 
manure against the clock down a slalom course, 
or a guided tour of the nearby church and charnel 
house; or of the biogas station.

« We do everything we can for our guests 
and customers, we do it well, honestly, 
and from the heart. Come and check out how we 
really do care about quality,» says Ondřej Sulženko.

YES56 km YES45 min
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What happens when and old listed homestead takes 
the fancy of an architect? Many wonderful things; 
as crumbling walls, old sideboards and damaged floors 
turn into a retreat from our frenzied millennium. 
The Homutův statek co-owner, Petr Lorenc, 
has managed to revive bygone times; sleeping behind 
the tiled stove, waking up to hot cocoa and salted bread. 
It is in our nature to look for some ‘joie-de-vivre’, 
and here in the Kokořínsko environs you can certainly 
find it. Cleanliness and simplicity underpin rural 
aesthetics and are more than at home here. 
Comfortable beds and spacious rooms and suites are 
a joy for the whole family, and even grandparents, 
as well as quality cooking based around honest
-to-goodness Czech meals and healthy breakfasts 
and snacks. The farmhouse does not have a classic 
public-access restaurant, but cooks for guests in true 
granny style – meatloaf with potatoes, sourdough fruit 
dumplings, goulash and kolaches baked ready for the 
afternoon. The wines here are from the nearby town 
of Mělník, with homemade ciders. The guesthouse has 
nine rooms, with a choice of doubles, and two-floor 
of family suites. The farm also has a romantic suite with 
a free-standing bath tub. You can take an early morning 
stroll with your coffee around the enveloping garden, 
at the back of which the chef grows veg and herbs. 
With allergy sufferers in mind, pets are not allowed. 
The place is run by the proprietor Kateřina Lorencová 
Holanová – with warmth and kindliness.

THINGS TO DO

HOMUTŮV STATEK
SEDLEC U MŠENA

www.homutuvstatek.cz

Sedlec u Mšena 14
277 35 Sedlec u Mšena

+420 604 240 979
recepce@homutuvstatek.cz

Hiking and biking
Hrad Kokořín / castle
Městské lázně Mšeno / city spa

YES

32 beds, 6 extra trundle beds

from 710 CZK with breakfast
children from 3 to 10 years 25% discount
children up to 3 years FREE of charge

A perfect hideaway from the 3rd millennium. 
An original setting for a wedding, redolent with 
woodland and woodcraft, meadow flowers and human 
happiness.

63 km YES55 min

« Take less than an hour out of Prague to find yourself 
leaving worldly cares behind you. We look after you 
as one of our own,» say Petr and Kateřina Lorenc.
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The Český ráj ‘Bohemian Paradise’ region has plenty 
of wonderful lookout points, but only one place takes its 
name after one such. It’s no wonder that the exceptional 
name extends to the local guesthouse and restaurant 
run by Jaroslava and Lukáš Havránek. The restaurants 
and the popular seasonal refreshments kiosk for visitors 
have been operating for several years, but as of April 2018 
you can stay here, too. Everyone loves the views of Český 
ráj out of the windows, or better still, from the outdoor 
terrace. The prospect is also an ideal base for 
an ‘expedition’ to the Drábské světničky realm of rock 
formations. You can start with a hearty breakfast, 
put your hiking boots on and go roving around the rock 
citadel. Once back at Krásná Vyhlídka we recommend 
the local calorific delicacy – crispy pork in lard baked into 
crusty bread with onions, as a starter to a restful dinner 
in a homely environment, sat by the crackling tiled 
stove. Here, in one of the most beautiful places in Český 
ráj, under the care of Mr and Mrs Havránek, weddings, 
family celebrations or business events find their setting. 
The venue is an all-weather affair – the summer terrace 
takes up to 60, the restaurant is ideal for up to 80 
persons. Parking is available, space for cars and cyclists 
provided just below the building. The entire guesthouse 
is non-smoking.

PENZION NA KRÁSNÉ 
VYHLÍDCE BOSEŇ

www.nakrasnevyhlidce.cz

Mužský 40
295 01 Boseň

+420 728 371 961
nakrasnevyhlidce@email.cz

public parking by the guesthouse

11 beds, 1 four-bed room, 2 double rooms,
1 double room with extra bed option

from 1400 CZK

Český ráj (‘Bohemian Paradise’) / nature park
Příhrazské skály / scenic rocks
Drábské světničky / scenic rocks

THINGS TO DO

A great base for exploring the Bohemian Paradise,
or a vantage point for relaxing with a book on the 
terrace. In good weather you can see Ještěd,
Jizerské hory and the Krkonoše mountains.

« We are looking out for you from the bosom of our 
Bohemian Paradise. Come for the adventure of the 
surrounding rocks and the comfort of our Beautiful 
Prospect,» say Mr & Mrs Havránek.

YES56 km YES45 min
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The flowing manes of horses, buildings built of the same 
stone as nearby Okoř castle and family togetherness 
have a common denominator – the Hoffmeister family 
line. The third generation of the Hoffmeister family 
is now taking care of the homestead near Prague, 
offering great cuisine, relaxation, a chance to see the 
drawings of the famous artist and cartoonist 
Adolf Hoffmeister, and proof, if needed, that the world 
is best viewed on horseback. 
The revival of the Hoffmeister homestead is the work 
of Martin Hoffmeister, film director, member of the 
‘Knights of Gusto brotherhood’ (knights without swords, 
but with a well-honed taste for wine and winemaking), 
who also brought his father’s unique set of artworks 
here. The Hoffmeister homestead is a true family 
venture – the restaurant is run by Martin’s daughter Ada, 
the stables, horse training and riding for children 
and owners with horses here is run by his daughter 
Ria, and much of the interior bears the hallmark of his 
partner Monica Vágnerová. For example, take her idea 
to turn the old barn for horse drawn carriages into a grill 
with outdoor seating, for riders and house guests. 
At the Hoffmeisters you can stay in the original period 
rooms, or up under the eaves directly above the stables.

« Hoffmeister manor is a place to relax in a pleasant 
rural environment and enjoy some great food. 
Come and unwind! » say the Hoffmeisters.

THINGS TO DO

DVŮR HOFFMEISTER
VELKÉ ČÍČOVICE

www.dvur-hoffmeister.cz

Velké Číčovice 45
252 68 Číčovice

+420 604 142 438
info@dvur-hoffmeister.cz

The capital city of Prague
Hradiště Levý Hradec / fortified settlement

40 parking spaces

11 designer rooms in all comfort with a total 
capacity of 22 beds and 13 additional beds

from 1740 CZK

The Hoffmeister homestead is a sports-oriented 
stables focused mostly on show jumping and beginner 
training. Their focus on equestrian sport goes back 
more than twenty years. You can make this your 
setting for celebrations, weddings or corporate events.

20 km YES20 min
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